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China Economics Journals (CJFY) is China’s largest economic information journal 
intelligence data warehouse, providing users with an authoritative information retrieval 
system and analysis platform for micro and macroeconomic data and analysis reports. 
Since 1979, CJFY has covered various economic fields and industries such as the 
world economy, macro economy, regional economy, finance and insurance, medicine 
and health, and real estate. The platform features standardized descriptions, indexing 
and in-depth processing for a comprehensive collection of content from over 190 
economic information journals, and more than 4,000 similar documents from other 
publications, such as industry analysis reports, research reports by well-known think 
tanks at home and abroad, market information, corporate dynamics and other types 
of financial intelligence. CJFY provides an advanced retrieval system, and through 
advanced knowledge integration technology, provides value-added services such as 
content links, which provides a systematic and comprehensive service for enterprises, 
industry associations, government departments at all levels, various economic research 
institutions, and the general public.



China Research Gateway (CRG) presents the full spectrum of Chinese research, with exhaustive representation of STEM, 
social science, and humanities disciplines. Featuring an unparalleled breadth of sources, including scholarly journals, 
monographs, statistical publications, government documents, newspapers, dissertations, conference proceedings, 
patents, and many other content types, CRG offers a centralized means for discovery and access to this rich trove of 
research, specifically tailored to serve the needs of North American scholars and institutions. 

Visit www.eastview.com/crg for more information or to request a trial
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Features
�� Navigate content using multiple methods including industry navigation, document type navigation, and journal navigation. 

The platform also features a financial news section highlighting the latest relevant articles, as well as a daily list of the top 
10 downloaded articles. 

�� Search by multiple fields including title, author, author unit, full text, source, etc., as well as document type, including 
information express, market focus, analysis and forecast, policies and regulations, and enterprise wide-angle view.

�� Articles feature basic information and additional data such as similar documents, related political press bulletins, and 
document classification navigation

Content
CJFY includes 191 officially published economic information journals and more than 4,000 similar documents in other 
publications from 1979 to the present, with a total of over 4.1 million documents.

�� Content is categorized by industry:

World Economy

Regional Economy

Macroeconomics

Energy Industry

Mechanical and Electrical Industry

Minerals and Metallurgy

Information Industry

Building Materials Industry

Food and Beverage

Paper and Printing

Business Services

Culture and Education

Transportation

 

Corporate Economy

Agriculture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry, Fishery

Automotive Industry

Finance and Insurance

Chemical Industry

Medicine and Health

Real Estate

Home Appliance Industry

Textile and Apparel

Light Industry

Commercial Circulation

Service Industry

Tourism

 


